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a lack of ownership of public space, 
with less than 18% 18% of space being 

public, all of which are parks,

reduction of social opportunities with 
30,00030,000 lonely young people in 2016, 
a number predicted to double within 

the decade.

limited food access for single-parent 
families, with 18%18% resorting to food 

banks in 2020.

King, D. (2016) 

National #GetOutsideDay: OS (2023)

Trussel trust (2020)

site

defining statistics

Most agreed with facilities/opportunties that I proposed to be included in 
the project out of 20 options by respondents (1 -7 top to bottom)
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survey results

85% community kicthens/classes

90% educational workshops

88% working spaces

92% produce growing space

92% multi purpose space

64% pay as you go cafe 

97% social marketplace

84% outside connection

68% 76% 
  of respondents said that they of respondents said that they 
don’t have a “sense of ownership” of don’t have a “sense of ownership” of 
space in their areaspace in their area

 of respondents said a “sense  of respondents said a “sense 
of ownership” would give them a solid of ownership” would give them a solid 
sense of communitysense of community

““More community More community 
facilities are always facilities are always 
welcome, there welcome, there 
is a great lack of is a great lack of 
community halls and community halls and 
activity spaces in the activity spaces in the 
area.area.”
- Anonymous respondent (2024)

Most popular facilities, opportunities and ideas that respondents suggested that they 
would like to see included in project: (In no particular order)

defined users

old chapel mill, southampton

Survey was conducted in SCM marketplace, St Marys, Southampton & 
Holy trinity weston chruch food bank, Southampton. With staff & visitors.

SARAH (AGED 16)
Sarah has felt lonely and a lack of 

close bonds since being in lock-
down during early teenage years. 

With interests in cooking and 
plants, she discovered the project’s 

promoted food workshops on 
Instagram. She thought she would 

visit the locus to see if this would be 
a good way to find a group people 
with the same interests as her and 
finally find a community that she 

feels that she belongs in.

ELLA, BEN & GEORGE
Ella, a single mum, heard about the 

project from a friend who now “feels 
supported and part of something 

meaningful.” Shes seeking for guided 
help with budgeting for a healthier, 

longer-lasting weekly food shop and 
wants to learn how to grow her own 
produce at home to ease financial 

stress. She wants the kids to be able 
to know these same lessons early in 

in life so they are better able to break 
the cycle of unfair food access.

primary user experience timelines

family arrives at project, 
upon entry greeted by 

similar minded people in 
their local area.

kids attends muddy play and learn-
ing hub workshop with local school. 
Engages and builds skill set around 

home produce

ella attends support hub 
meeting to talk to a member of 
So:linked staff about financial 

support and budgeting

upon recommendation ella 
attended budgeting workshop 

and connected with other 
mums in the same boat.

evening budget shopping, 
taking what she learned in 

workshop and talk, in the SCM 
marketplace to prepare for 

dinner at home with all the kids 
have learnt today about meal 

prep and sourcing.

ella relaxes in public 
passageway and connects 

further with other users of the 
project and is starting to feel 
inspired and understood by 
those around her. Kids are 

entertained by play structure

kids cooking class with other sin-
gle parents looking to engage 
their kids and help build their 

skills to support family. They are 
taught to cook the same meal 

they ate in the cafe so show how 
simple and affordable it can be.

ella and kids meet up 
for lunch after their busy 

morning, in the PAYC 
cafe. All have a healthy 
meal and paid using a 
kind donation from the 
pay it forward board.

arrives at project, upon 
entry is greeted by 

friendly faces and feels 
welcomed by the public 

open spaces.

sarah stops by the info desk as she 
hasn’t come by the project before but is 
interested in attending workshops. She 
is given a timetable to look over to see 

what appeals.

sarah sits in the PAYC cafe 
with a cup of coffee to 

look over her options of 
workshops and signs up 

to the group cooking class 

during her time waiting 
for the workshop sarah 
explores the project and 
interest is peaked in the 

grow house

10am11am12pm1pm

4pm 6pm 7pm

sarah attended the youth group 
cooking class and meets other young 

people with similar interests. She 
learns that one of them volunteers 

in the grow house and garden. 
Intrigued, Sarah becomes interested 

in volunteering there too.

sarah having bonded 
with the group 

in the workshop 
continues to make 
further connections 

chatting in the public 
passageway.

sarah and her new friends attend the 
locus’ community arts fundraiser, funded 
by the Southampton city mission, in the 

venue space. Sarah feels a sense of 
urgency in her involvement in the project. 
Planning to volunteer and involve herself 
with being a part of initiatives for change.



PUBLIC SPACE, FOOD, SOCIAL 
OPPORTUNITIES

COMMUNITY,  FOOD,  PLAY

From the projects three main issues

have been filtered down to 

These become the opportunities that the project offers

system thinking

concept development - spatical 

coheison:coheison: design strategies to bring users 
together, use of curves to facilitate this.

explorability: explorability: design strategies to allow for 
maximisation of movement through the building to 

increase connection: 
user - user & user - building

design aims

collage conceptualising

model making & sketches

Testing models for the extension revealed the 
potential for a landmark effect. Comparing 
two options, the rounded edge design emerged 
as a destination point, facilitating natural 
circulation through the growing space and 
ground floor passageway, creating a continuous 
flow for users to loop back into the building.

Construction initiatives as project opens. 
Community can safely build modular blocks in an 

environment that they can call their own.

Users feel that sense of 
ownership of space and 
connect more deeply. 

Enhancing engagement.

Community conducted and voted on 
community-led initiatives for change & pop- 
up activities are conducted within dedicated 

space in the modular structure.

Directly links to public walkway and 
first-floor marketplace, serving as a 

social hub for seamless user engagement 
with the project’s narrative naturally.

A fixed kiosk serves as 
the central hub for project 

information, featuring 
community boards, accessible 

timetables and sign ups.

Allowing for constant reinvention, 
based on these needs, of the space 

with the adaptable modular structures

Ongoing community workshops during and 
after project development promote ownership, 
feedback, and integration of community needs

Users gain enhanced community 
connection leads to increased 

commitment to community endeavours.

DIRECTLY ADDRESSES COMMUNITY RESPONDENTS NEED FOR CO-DESIGN, NO HIERCHARY & FLEXIBLE MULTI PURPOSE SPACE
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Access points

Voids & glass roof

Back extension

adaptability: adaptability: design strategies to allow for 
communities changing needs into the future. 



The ‘jigsaw’ of construction, cladding and framing, and the ‘jigsaw’ of movement, 
the blocks moving in a slot puzzle,  resembles the theme of the project providing 

connection.  This is being encouraged throughout the space between both: 
users to users connection                      user and ownership of the space connection

“constantly reinvents itself to provides for changing users needs”
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Dedicated track switching point

RECESS SPACE

Moving potential of blocks

detailed area: co:heison community space

techincal review

Inspired by moving sliding puzzle - A recess space will be 
included to allow for the maximisation of movement

1
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Plan of detail area for cross reference of materials (not to scale)
For sake of visual - acoustic cladding would cover whole ceiling

material consideration

ground floor plan context

Structural 
plywood

Greencoat 
red steel 
coating

Recycled 
rubber

Design 
concrete

Honext 
acoustic 
boards

An emphasis on sustainable materials. The project 
aims to only employ recyclable new materials to 
the design. To echo the message to users:

that anyone can start anew with an 
opportunity to.

MAIN 
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Store on roof that serves for grow house and 
discovery garden crops

Open pathways through building and voids 
upwards through warehouse. Existing mill shutter 

doors on upper floors further ventilate.

Air quality improved from crops grown 
hydroponically 

Natural water drainage through climate tile 
material when site is flooded from river overflow 

or heavy rainfall. Redirected to river and to water 
stores

sustainability

The ‘jigsaw’ of construction, cladding and framing, and the ‘jigsaw’ of movement, 
the blocks moving in a slot puzzle,  resembles the theme of the project providing 

connection.  This is being encouraged throughout the space between both: 
users to users connection                      user and ownership of the space connection

“constantly reinvents itself to provides for changing users needs”
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